Abstract. In this paper, we study the problem of fast dynamic pointer following: given a directed graph G where each vertex has outdegree 1, efficiently support the operations of i) changing the outgoing edge of any vertex, and ii) find the vertex k vertices 'after' a given vertex. We exhibit a solution to this problem based on link-cut trees that requires O(lg n) time per operation, and prove that this is optimal in the cell-probe complexity model.
Introduction
Consider the following problem. Start with N nodes, labelled 1 through N . Each node contains a pointer to exactly one other node (possibly itself). The goal is to efficiently support the following two operations:
• Update: Change the pointer of node v to point to node w • Query: Return the node k pointers 'ahead' of a node v. That is, if we define f (v) to be the node that v points to, we are concerned with computing the value of the kth iterate f k (v).
Naively, this is easy to do in O(1) time per update and O(k) time per query. In this paper, we present a data structure based on link-cut trees that can perform both of these operations in O(lg n) time. Moreover, we show that this data structure is optimal in the cell-probe complexity model. Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe some earlier work on the related problem of level ancestors in a tree and how it has previously been adapted to the dynamic case. In Section 3, we provide the construction of our data structure and prove that it can perform both of the desired operations in O(lg n) time. In Section 4, we consider additional operations our data structure can support, such as cycle-finding and least common ancestor queries. Finally, in Section 5, we demonstrate how to apply a recent Ω(lg n) lower bound for dynamic connectivity to show the optimality of our data structure.
Background
While (somewhat surprisingly) very little about this exact problem seems to have been studied, our problem is very similar in flavor to the problem of level ancestors. The level ancestors problem asks, given a rooted tree T , a node v of this tree, and an integer d, what is the dth ancestor of v in T ; that is, what ancestor do we reach by starting at v and walking d steps towards the root. Note that the fast dynamic pointer following problem can be seen as a type of level ancestors problem, with the exception that instead of a rooted tree, the underlying graph is a directed graph where each vertex has outdegree 1. In fact, by directing each edge in a tree T to point towards the root, we can view the dynamic level ancestors problem as a specific case of the dynamic pointer following problem. In Section 3 we will see that solving the level ancestor problem for fully dynamic trees plays an important role in solving the problem of fast dynamic pointer following.
Variants of our problem in the static case have been extensively studied. For example, in [3] , Bender and Farach-Colton present an optimal solution for the problem of level ancestors in a static tree that requires O(n) space and O(1) time per level ancestor (earlier constructions that matched this linear-space, constanttime bound were also known). Moreover, in [7] , Munro, Raman, Raman, and Rao demonstrate a succinct data structure for solving the static version of the pointer-following problem.
For the case of dynamic trees, much less appears to be known. The results that do exist in this case tend to be aimed more towards specific restrictions on the types of operations we are allowed to perform on dynamic trees. For example, in [5] , Dietz shows how to maintain linear space and constant time for queries and updates in the case where our update operation consists of adding new leaves and new roots to our tree. Similarly, Alstrup and Holm show how to obtain constant time for queries and updates in the case where only the addition of new leaves is allowed; they furthermore show how to obtain an amortized inverse Ackermann bound for queries and updates in the case where edges can be added between two disjoint trees in a forest [1] .
3. Main result and proof 3.1. Overview. We will show in this section that the update and query operations for dynamic pointer following can both be performed in O(lg n) time. We do this by first showing we can find any ancestor of a given node v in a dynamic tree in O(lg n) time (the dynamic level ancestor problem), and then extend this to solve the problem stated above.
3.2.
Fully dynamic level ancestors via link-cut trees. We first turn our attention to the problem of finding level ancestors in a fully dynamic tree. Similarly as in our problem, we want to efficiently support the following operations:
• Update: Change the parent pointer of node v to point to node w or NULL • Query: Return the node at depth d that is an ancestor of a node v.
To do this, we use the link-cut tree data structure, described by Sleator and Tarjan in [8] . Given a dynamic tree d, we build a link-cut tree by making a node n for each node n in d. We then use the link operation to set the parent of n to the node in our link-cut tree corresponding to the parent of n in d.
To update a node v to point to a node w, we simply call cut(v) followed by link(v, w). This takes O(lg n) time.
To query a node at depth d that is an ancestor of a node v, we first call access(v). This changes the structure of our link-cut tree in an advantageous way. It guarantees that v and all ancestors of v will be contained in a single splay tree rooted at v, where all elements in this splay tree are keyed by their depth in the original tree. This allows us to easily find our desired node in the splay tree: after calling access(v), we simply search the splay tree rooted at v for the node with depth d with a normal splay-tree f ind operation. Since the splay tree contains only the path from the root down to v, no two nodes in this splay tree have the same depth (key), and so this node is the (unique) ancestor of v at depth d. The access and f ind operations both take O(lg n) time, so our query operation shares this time bound.
3.3. Structure of pseudoforests. In this section, we will briefly consider the properties of graphs formed by allowed sets of nodes and pointers. We call any directed graph where each node has exactly one outgoing edge a pseudoforest; note that these graphs exactly specify the state of our nodes and pointers at any given time.
Theorem 3.1. A connected component in a pseudoforest contains exactly one directed cycle. All edges that do not belong to the cycle of the connected component must belong to a tree rooted at a node belonging to the cycle, where all directed edges of the tree point towards the cycle.
Proof. Let G be our pseudoforest, and consider an arbitrary connected component H of G. We first prove that H contains a directed cycle.
Let n = |H|, and for any node a ∈ H, consider the set of nodes {f (a), f 2 (a), . . . , f n+1 (a)}. By the Pigeonhole Principle, two of these nodes are equal; call these nodes f r (a) and f s (a), where r < s. Then f s−r (f r (a)) = f r (a), implying the node f r (a) is part of a cycle. Thus H contains a directed cycle.
We next want to prove that all other nodes 'point into this cycle' -in other words, for any node a and a sufficiently large integer k, f k (a) belongs to this cycle. By similar logic as above, we know for some large enough k, f k (a) is part of some cycle. Assume to the contrary that f k (a) is part of a different cycle than the cycle we previously found. It still must be connected to the cycle, however, and since a has only one out-pointer, we know a must be connected to our cycle through a node b such that f (b) = a. However, we can apply the same logic to b, since
, and obtain another node c such that f (c) = b. This means that we can construct an infinite sequence of nodes in our connected component, which is an impossibility since our entire graph has n nodes. This contradicts our assumption that f k (a) is part of a different cycle, meaning all nodes in this component point towards a single cycle.
From the proof above, we can see that if we designate a node in a cycle as a "root" node, then our graph is a tree save for a single edge: the edge pointing out of our root node, to some other node. We will make use of this insight in the next section.
3.4.
Reduction to fully dynamic level ancestors. We are now ready to solve the dynamic pointer following problem. In the previous subsections, we demonstrated how to use link-cut trees to find level ancestors in a dynamic tree. We will construct a data structure very similar to our fully dynamic level ancestors data structure, with one important difference: we will keep track of a separate pointer for the root node of each tree in our forest, which will point to one of its children. As we have just shown, this structure encodes all information that is needed for our problem.
Our first problem is how to efficiently implement queries; that is, how can we quickly calculate f k (a) for some node a in our tree and some k. Note that if k < depth(a), then f k (a) can be found using our fully dynamic level ancestors algorithm described above. Therefore, it suffices to solve this problem in the case where k ≥ depth(a).
Let r be the root node of the tree, let f (r) = b, and let d(a) be the depth of a in this tree rooted at r; we let d(r) = 0. By the structure of our tree, r and b are part of a cycle of length depth(b) Updates are treated very similarly to those in our solution to dynamic levelancestor queries. If a node outside of the cycle in our tree is updated, then the cycle is completely unchanged and we can process the update as we did above. However, if a node in the cycle is updated, then the cycle has potentially changed. However, in all cases, the node has been updated must still be in the cycle. This is because any cycle that has been formed as a result of the update must have the updated edge contained within it, and therefore must have the node that has been updated within it.
As a result, if any node in the tree other than the root is updated, that node will still be in the tree. We can therefore designate that node as the new root. The section of the tree pointed to by the new root will be cut and will be inserted as a child of the new root using the link operation, and the new root's pointer will be updated to its appropriate child. All of these operations take O(lg n), and so update takes O(lg n) as well.
Additional operations
In the previous section, we described how to perform the operations Update and Query in O(lg n) time. For various applications we may wish to support some additional operations; luckily, the data structure presented above is powerful enough to perform a wide range of other operations and queries about the structure of our graph in logarithmic time. We discuss below some of these other possible operations.
• Cycle length: Given a node x, we would like to return the length of the cycle of the connected component it belongs to. We saw how to do this in our implementation of Query in the previous section; if r is the root of the component containing x and r points to a node s, then the cycle length is just 1 greater than the depth of s.
• Cycle belonging: Does x belong to the cycle of its connected component?
If this is the case, then x must be an ancestor of the node s defined in the previous point; since we know the depths of x and s, we can check for this with one query operation.
• Inverse Query: Given two nodes x and y, we want to search for k such that Query(x, k) = y (or if no such k exists, then output so). Note that if such a k exists, then y must either belong to the path from x to the root or on the cycle (the path from y to the root). Since we know the depths of x and y, we can check both of these cases easily with query operations like in the previous point. Once we know which (or both of) these cases hold, we can then immediately compute k given the depths of x, y, and the length of the cycle (the depth of s).
• Delete: If a node x has no incoming edges, we want to be able to delete it. Since x has no incoming edges, it must be a leaf in its associated link-cut tree, so it suffices to just delete this leaf from the link-cut tree (which we can do in O(lg n) time).
• Subdivide: Given a directed edge e from x to f (x) in our graph, we would like to add an intermediate node y such that the successor of x is y and the successor of y is f (x). This is easy to do with two update queries.
• 'Least Common Ancestor': Given x and y belonging to the same component, return the 'least common ancestor' of x and y. Note that, since each connected component contains a cycle, this isn't always uniquely defined, so we will assume for now that if the least common ancestor of x and y lies on the cycle, we can return any point on the cycle. If this common ancestor doesn't lie on the cycle, then x and y must belong to the same tree in the forest obtained by deleting this cycle from the graph; in this case, the least common ancestor is well-defined. Implementing this operation is slightly trickier than the implementation for the preceding operations, in that (as with query), we must consider the internal structure of the link-cut tree. Note that the least common ancestor of x and y in the link-cut tree is also a valid output for the least common ancestor of x and y in our graph, so it suffices to compute the 'link-cut' least common ancestor of x and y.
To do this, note that the least common ancestor of x and y is the deepest node that belongs to both the path from the root down to x and the path from the root down to y. Now, recall that upon accessing a node v, the path from the root to v becomes a preferred path. Therefore, if we first access x and then access y, the preferred path starting at the root changes from being a path down to x to being a path down to y. This means that at some point, the preferred child of the least common ancestor changes (from the previous ancestor of x to the previous ancestor of y); moreover, of all preferred child changes, this one occurs the least deep in the tree. Therefore, by keeping track of the preferred child changes during the access of y, we can compute the least common ancestor of x and y, as desired.
• Cycle Proximity: Given a node x, what is the smallest k for which Query(x, k) belongs to the cycle of the connected component containing x (equivalently, how many steps forward must we walk before we enter the cycle)?
To answer this, we apply the least common ancestor algorithm from the previous point. Since the nodes forming the cycle of our component correspond exactly to the nodes on the path from the root down to the node s, the least common ancestor of x and s is the first ancestor of x which belongs to this cycle. The value k we seek is then simply the difference in depths of this node and x.
One operation that we do not know how to perform in time O(lg n) is Contract; that is, given two adjacent nodes v and f (v), collapse them into a single node whose set of incoming edges is the union of the incoming edges of v and f (v), and whose outgoing edge is to the node f (f (v)). The difficulty in this case is that v and f (v) might both have a large number of incoming edges; merging the two nodes would then possibly require a large (possibly linear in n) number of update operations.
Open Problem 1. Can we perform the Contract operation in time O(lg n)?
Optimality
In this section, we prove that no data structure working in the cell-probe model [6] can solve the fast dynamic pointer following problem with time faster than Ω(lg n) per operation.
Our main tool for doing so is the following result due to Demaine and Patrascu [4] : Definition 5.1. In the problem of dynamic connectivity, we must support the following operations on a set of n nodes: i) add a (possibly directed) edge between two nodes, ii) delete an already existing edge between two nodes, iii) query whether two nodes v and w belong to the same connected component. The problem of path dynamic connectivity is the same as the problem of dynamic connectivity, except the connected components of of our graph are always all guaranteed to be directed paths (as in the path grid construction of [4] ).
Theorem 5.2. Under the cell-probe model, any algorithm that solves the problem of path dynamic connectivity requires at least Ω(log n) time per operation.
On the other hand, it turns out that any algorithm that can solve the fast dynamic pointer following problem can solve the path dynamic connectivity problem equally as fast: Proof. We demonstrate how to simulate all the operations required for the path dynamic connectivity problem with a constant number of operations in the dynamic pointer following (DPF) problem model.
Initially, assume that in our path dynamic connectivity instance we start with no edges, and in our DPF instance each node starts with a pointer to itself. To simulate addition of a directed edge from node v to w, we first claim that node v must currently point to itself in the DPF instance; if this is not the case, then this will imply that v already has an outgoing edge, contradicting the condition that at each point in time the set of connected components is a collection of directed paths. Similarly, to simulate deletion of the directed edge from node v to w, we simply set v to point to itself. In this way, all the directed edges in our DPF instance that are not self-loops correspond with all the directed edges in our path dynamic connectivity instance. Now, note that if v and w belong to the same component (which is a directed path), then Query(v, n) and Query(w, n) must both be equal to the node at the end of this directed path (here n is equal to the number of nodes in our instance). On the other hand, if v and w do not belong to the same component, it is impossible for Query(v, n) = Query(w, n) (this would imply some path exists between v and w). Therefore, to check for connectivity between v and w, it suffices to check whether Query(v, n) = Query(w, n), which requires only 2 = O(1) queries in our DPF model. 
